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Abstract
This work presents the review of locomotives and the future of railway automotive power in Africa. Locomotives down time on account of inadequate spare parts still remains a challenge in African. It is thus, imperative to review the locomotives in African, to establish the current capabilities as well as provide recommendations to bridge the gaps and its extrapolated trends in future.

1.0 INTRODUCTION
Rail transport is a means to transfer passengers and goods on wheeled vehicles running on rails in which the rolling stocks are guided. In rail transport, rolling stocks (RS) implies all vehicles such as locomotive engines, rail cars, power cars, baggage vans, coaches and wagons on bogies/wheels, that moves on rails [1] The tracks (steel rails, concrete slabs, sleepers, ties and ballast), signaling system, electric wire networks and stations constitute the infrastructure.

Diesel electric locomotive (DEL) consists of diesel engine which drives main generator and in turn provides power for traction motors geared to the wheels. There is no gear box between the diesel engine and the main generator. DEL is the prime mover for train. DEL can be found in front, rear, or as in diesel multiple units (DMU) or in the middle (for multi-heading locomotives). The diesel engine obtains its energy by combustion reaction between atomized fuel and compressed air, and then coverts to mechanical energy via a rotating shaft output. The burning of fuel-air mixture inside the combustion chamber raises the temperature and pressure that slides the piston up and down. The reciprocating effects causes the crankshaft to rotate as the engine output.

The automotive power (AP) in railway system is the source of power for the propulsion of locomotives. The types available include: the on board prime movers which can be coal, diesel or gas turbine AP. Other types have no on-board prime movers but pantograph linkages whose operations are based on electromagnetic flux. These group include: electric drivers, which can be single or multiple units type and battery powered AP. Both gas turbines and electromagnetic flux AP technologies are not yet in Nigeria. In South Africa and Egypt, electric locomotives (EL) have begun to replace DEL, particularly for commuter lines [2, 3]. However, short distances or inter-city travels still use DEL. In Europe, for example, there is coordinated efforts to increase electrified rails in compliance to carbon dioxide (CO₂) emission reduction policy on global warming [4].

Manufacturing and availability of diesel electric locomotive parts are still at inadequate level in Africa particularly in Nigeria despite the introduction of rail locomotive transport in the country as early as 1884, following that of South Africa and India in 1862 and 1853, respectively. Since then, South Africa railways has 22,051 km rail tracks and India railways has manufactured over 3000 LE via American Locomotive Company (ALCo) [5]. Presently, Nigeria railways corporation (NRC) has over 40 serviceable DEL, some of which, may have been retired, sold as scrapped or undergoing refurbishment. However, NRC with the support of China Civil Engineering Construction Company (CCECC), a subsidiary of China Railway Construction Company (CRCC), has set up her coaches and wagons assembly plant at Kajola, Ogun State, Nigeria but no mentioned of the locomotive engine and/ or engine components
manufacturing system in place for the production and maintenance of the prime movers and critical parts of the RC. Local LE manufacturing will enhance full refurbishment (replacement for new engine) as well as in partial refurbishment (replacement of new units like: hydraulic, pneumatic, electronic units and control systems). Lack of appropriate engine component contributes to low reliability of LE. The above statement applies to most of the selected Africa countries.

This work is a review of DEL in relation to the future of railway automotive power in Africa. The areas of interest include engine components and DEL parameters to enhance local content in manufacturing and availability of parts for repairs and maintenance. The review of AP is premised on need for enhanced reliability, increased engine output, usage of liquefied and compressed natural gas, introduction of renewable fuels as well as electrification of railway systems.

1.1 Review of Rail Locomotives in some African Countries

Rail locomotive performance parameters were used to present rail systems in selected Africa countries in this work. A researcher [6] reported the use of data such as rail network length, locomotive numbers and capacity, number of passengers and number of railway stations for access and egress for the rail locomotive performance. Similarly, a researcher [7] recognized the rail locomotive performance parameters to be infrastructure, economics and technological criteria for assessment of railway systems. The resulting performance indicators will give the train density (overall rail length over national population of a country) [2], travel volume, ridership, seat occupancy, average trip length of passengers, and yearly performance of the individual train sets [6, 8, 9]. The selected Africa countries were Egypt, Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria, South Africa and Zambia. In this work, total length of rail network that consists of main line, narrow and standard lines, shunting, intermodal and connecting lines; the type, number and capacity of locomotives, multiple units and coaches; volume of passengers and cargo, as well as the presence of electric locomotives, were used to describe each country’s railways for purpose of comparative growth.

The Nigeria railway development started in 1884 from Iddo, Lagos and by 1930 the railroad had gotten to Nguru, Yobe State, in the North-Eastern line. Kaura Namoda in Zamfara State and Maiduguri in Borno State were connected to the rail network by 1945 and 1964 respectively in the North-western and North-Eastern lines, respectively [10, 11]. The total operational rail network is 3,667 km and there is plan to add 8,000 km, with average rail density of 23 km/million population [2, 11]. This network includes narrow and standard gauges as well as shunting and connecting lines. Train fleet, number of main line locomotives, multiple units, shunting locomotives and rolling stocks have continuously been replaced over the years. NRC have nearly over 200 locomotives of which 75% are not operational [11, 12]. There are 54 shunting locomotives as well as 480 and 4900 passenger coaches and freight wagons, of which about 50% are functional [11, 12]. Nigeria railways have retired the last fleet of her steam locomotives into museum, but have DEL in her fleet and is yet to have any electric locomotive (EL) as at date. In 2019, NRC established wagon assembly plant in collaboration with CCECC of China at Kajola, Ogun State. In 1964, NRC had 11.3 million passengers and cargo of 3 million metric tons [13, 14]. The number of passengers and freight cargo have reached over 4 million in the past but in 2019, the number is slightly over 3.5 million of passengers and over 330,000 tons of cargo [15].

Ghana Railway’s development began in 1901s primarily for mineral transport and military operations. The railway network connects Accra, Kumasi, and Sekondi-Takoradi and is manage by Ghana Railways Corporation (GRC) [16]. The total track network is 947 km, that spread into eastern, central and western lines. About 130 km is currently operational for passengers and cargo services, while 32 km double track is not functional as stated in railway master plan (RMP) of Ghana [17]. In the RMP [16], the Government of Ghana, plan to add 4007.6 km of rail network, mainly 1, 067 mm and 1, 435 mm [17]. A researcher [18] reported periodic procurement of locomotives for the Ghana railways in 2006 such as 61 locomotives and 100 covered wagons with coaches. Furthermore, two DMU were ordered from China in 2008 and commissioned in 2010 [17]. Earlier, 15 locomotives of 1197 kW capacity and 11 shunting locomotives were ordered for in 1995, prior to those of RMP [17] of 2013. The current cargo per year is about 677000 tons per year down from 28.2 million tons in the past [17]. The yearly Ghanaian rail density is about 40 km/million population [2], The RMP [14] of Ghana did not contain immediate and medium plan for EL as its focus, but to rehabilitate and expand rail network and procure more RS [19].

South Africa has extensive rail network that began around 1862. South Africa rail lines are linked with her neighbors and up to Malawi, that facilitates her export based economy [2]. The rail network in South Africa is over 22, 051 km of which 1500 km is standard and 82 00 km are electrified for electric train [2]. South Africa has over 1064 locomotives which are constantly upgraded, rehabilitated and old ones replaced [20]. South Africa has capacity to manufacture coaches and wagons as well as some diesel locomotives. The rail passengers were reported to be over 237.3 million in 2018 and rail density of 440 km/million population and manage by South Africa Railways (SAR), Transnet Freight Rail (TFR) and Spoornet [2, 20].

Egypt railways began operation since 1854 up till date and connects neighboring countries like Algeria and
Palestine. The track is standard of 1435 mm with about 4430 km operational and electrified rails of 55 km and manage by Egyptian National Railways (ENR) [3]. The rail network connects Suez to Cairo, then to Tanta, Talkha and Zagazig. The Egypt’s rail network is expected to reach 10, 500 km [21]. The electrify rail network is about 63 km and connects Cairo and Helwan and Heliopolis [21, 22]. Egypt’s DEL is over 821 units but Egypt buys LE and manufacture her coaches and wagons. The passengers and cargos tonnages are 311 million and 1592 million tons, respectively, in 2012 and rail density of about 61 km/million population [2, 21].

Kenya railway corporation was founded in 1977 and its network was constructed to connect cities and neighboring countries such as Uganda and South Sudan [23]. The total length of Kenya’s rail network is 2066 km at narrow guage of 1026 mm, 175 locomotives and 6000 wagons and manage by Rift Valley Railways (RVR) [24]. The Kenya railway’s cargos tonnage of 12 million tons in 2020 and had rail passenger of over 2 million in 2018, with a rail density of about 57 km/million population [2, 25]. China Road and Bridge Corporation (CRBC) is currently involved in the expansion of rail networks in Kenya as well as procuring of more rolling stock. Electrified rail network is not yet in the country [26, 27].

The total rail network of Zambia is about 2164 km. Zambia has about 37 locomotives with 24 operational while 13 defectives in 2014 [28]. Similarly, only 1342 wagons out 2040 wagons were in functional state in 2014 and no electric trains yet [28]. Zambia railway is essentially for freight as about 700,000 tons were moved in 2009, with rail density of 203 km per million population and manage by Zambia Railways (ZR) and Railway Systems of Zambia (RSZ) [2, 28].

Comparing the six selected Africa countries railway systems on the same four parameters with India as a reference country, it can be said that India is relatively more advanced. India railways, commenced in 1853, has expanded its rail network to about 66,697 km and electrified lines to about 23, 555 km as at 2016 [29]. India railways started with three steam locomotives and subsequently acquired 5232 diesel locomotives and 4823 electric locomotives and 30 steam locomotives as at 2014 [5].

Indian railways have capability to assembly locomotives which started with technical collaborations with General Motors of USA, that resulted in establishment of locomotive engine assembly at Varanasi in Uttar Pradesh, India [5]. India railways have increased her local content in LE manufacturing with active research on energy saving technologies [30, 31]. There are about 1000 wide broad diesel mixed train (WDM) LE with rated power of 1939 kW, working for the Indian Railways, which were upgraded ALCo DEL. The DEL were rebuilt after 18 years of active service, and later upgraded to a higher power rating of 2312 kW [5]. India railways operates more than 11000 trains per day of which 7000 are the passenger trains. Rail passengers were in excess of 6.5 billion in 2014 [32].

1.2 Railway Automotive Power

Steam locomotives powered by steam engine, boilers and cylinders were the forerunners in passengers and cargos rail transport across the world. The trend to replace old, inefficient locomotives with modern and more efficient ones were also observed in the selected African countries. The below description of previous acquisition of locomotives were similar to what took place in Egypt, Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria, South Africa and Zambia rails. The steam locomotives had low efficiency, large labour force and emits large flue gases.

In Nigeria, in 1955, to overcome the demerits associated with steam locomotives and increase the hauling capacity, the steam locomotives were replaced with 10 no of DEL with model English Electric SRKT of 504 kW output, 89 km/h, weight of about 53 tons, manufactured by English Electric [33]. These 504 kW locomotives could not haul heavy mineral cargoes across high gradients in Northern Nigeria to ports in the south. In 1958, Electro-Motive Division (EMD) of General Motors (GM), supplied 25 no of DEL of model EMD12-567C at power rating of 977 kW, 81 km/h with weight of about 79 tons, to NRC, to overcome the limitations associated with the 504 KW DEL except speed [33]. Eight no of model MA301FAK diesel-electric LE with power output of 872 kW, weight of 66 tons and maximum speed of 81 km/h for 1201-1207 class locomotives were acquired in 1962. The merit of additional MA301FAK DEL similar to EMD12-567C were to meet heavy mineral traffic demand. Similarly, another 29 no with power rating of 970 kW, weight of 78 tons and maximum speed of 70 km/h of model AEI/Metropolitan Vickers (Sulzer LDA28C), were imported in 1966 by NRC [33]. In 1972, 12 no LE of Hitachi diesel-electric (MAN6V22/30ATL) of 1118 kW with weight of 80 tons and 54 no LE of ALCo 251E, rated with weight of 100 tons, both of 1130 kW, were imported for the use of NRC [33]. The addition of ALCo8.251E DEL, were specifically bought the eastern line from port Harcourt to Maiduguri, due its stability on gradient with heavy load. In 1977, 30 no EMD12-645E, with weight of about 80 tons and 970 kW were imported into Nigeria. The demerit of ALCo and EMD, include high short hood with visibility limitation. Despite this drawback, EMD LE has been most versatile, among other locomotives into Nigeria. Its presence has led to minimization of down time of LE, as cannibalization becomes easy with same models in a fleet.

Today, most of the above mentioned LE have been scrapped and no longer exist in NRC fleet of locomotives. In some circumstances, the LE on retirement were converted to standby generators to provide electricity as in Nigerian flour mills limited, Apapa, Lagos. However, 1701 class of DEL built by Montreal Locomotive Works (Bombardier Inc) still exist. General
Electric of USA was the builders of GE-FDL-12-1650kW, with weight of 92 tons (6 no) and GE-FDL-8-1365kW with weight of 82 tons (45no) DEL were imported for Nigeria railways, in 1976 and 1977, respectively. The merits to add GE-FDL-12-1650 KW, were specifically for the eastern line from port Harcourt to Maiduguri, due its stability on gradient with heavy load. In 1992/1993, Nigeria railways imported 15 no. DEL build by ABB Henschell and Hyundai (EMD 12-645E3B) for 1901 and 2001 class locomotives at rating of 1310 kW and weight of 100 tons each, respectively, to meet the mass transit demand in Lagos in western line. Between 1996-1999, 50 no DEL rated at 2244 KW, weight of 90 tons and maximum speed of 120 km/h, were imported from Dalian Locomotive and rolling Stock works of China via CCECC of China as well as 150 coaches, 400 wagons and 20 rail buses [34]. These Chinese locomotives have problems of frequent failure on wheel slips and component parts not interchangeable even among the same model. In 2010, 25 no GE DEL of model C25EMP, assembled in Brazil, were imported into Nigeria which were classed as 2200/2300. These Brazilian locomotives were imported to overcome the excessive down time associated with Chinese locomotives. Recently, diesel multiple unit (DMU) locomotives, with potential for upgrade to electro-diesel locomotives, (if right electric infrastructures such as pantograph or overhead wires are in place), were imported to meet traffic demands in Lagos metro, Abuja-Kaduna and Itakpe-Warri routes of NRC, respectively. CCECC with China railway rolling stocks corporate limited, Dalian, (CRRC) has begun to penetrate NRC with respect to type CK6E4 DEL. Nigeria, is yet to acquire EL as already being practiced in Egypt and South Africa [2, 3].

2.0 BASIC COMPONENTS OF DIESEL LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES.

2.1 Engine Block

Engine block provides the support for the other engine component parts. Cast aluminum cylinder with cast iron liners and piston have prevailed over simple cast process in which the piston runs directly on the alloy bores for diesel engine [35, 36]. The needs to manufacture engine blocks that achieves fuel consumption reduction in LE has resulted in shift from cast iron to aluminum alloy as aluminum lighter engine block leads to enhanced thermal conductivity and efficiency [37, 38]. The thermal conductivity arose from low temperature of the crankshaft bearing and inner bore region in the morning on start of the engine and on engine running that can reach up to 150°C and 200°C, respectively, but dissipate its heat into coolant [37].

2.2 Crankshaft

Locomotive engines are required to have high output, severe service conditions with solid crankshaft that is small in size [39, 40]. The severe service conditions include cyclic loading that requires high fatigue strength and wear resistance material such as forged steel crankshaft for DEL. The design of crankshaft normally incorporates dynamic loading, which are optimized to obtain effective shaft diameter and size [39]. Forged carbon steels (with heat treatment) and alloy steels crankshafts are preferred relative to cast iron due to lighter weight, precise dimensions and better damping required in DEL to meet the required high output and cost [40]. Similarly, some researchers [41, 42], investigated forged steel and ductile cast iron crankshaft. The researchers concluded that cast iron crankshaft can be replaced by forged crankshaft from strength point of view. Some researchers [43] reported methods of crankshaft manufacturing that includes forging, casting, machining which are being replaced with modern methods such as 3D printing, rapid prototype and rapid manufacture to produce locomotive engine crankshaft. The common failures in the crankshaft are at the centre of cranks due to twisting and at the two ends. Some researchers [44] conducted failure analysis on V12 DEL crankshaft used in trains, with verdict that the crack initiation was from web fillet of the crankshaft.

2.3 Bearings

Some researchers [45] examined 616 crankshaft bearings damaged by different mechanisms and fault tree analysis was performed. The researchers concluded that most causes of failures are abrasive, adhesive and surface fatigue wear. The causes of failures are then incorporated in material selection for the locomotive crankshaft bearings as well as for wheel and differential bearings [46]. Locomotive crankshaft bearing can be made from aluminum tin copper alloy (850 alloys), which has excellent compressive properties and unique lubricating properties under over-heat conditions. Copper additions influence the solidification process and promote coarser tiny particles. If normal lubrication fails with overheating of a journal bearing, the tin melts at 231°C and exudes from the over-heated surface to provide emergency liquid-tin lubrication and prevents catastrophic failure such as fatigue defects, wear and seizure [46]. Some researchers [47, 48] worked on behaviour of engine main bearing under dynamic load with influence of oil film, crankshaft and engine block. The researchers conclude that the right fluid is one with lubrication properties such as orbit movement and oil film thickness that can improve bearing performance.

2.4 Connecting Rod

A connecting rod rotates at both ends that results in instantaneous angular displacement between the connecting rod axis and the piston axis as the piston slides up and down the cylinder. There are several factors that guide the selection and manufacturing of connecting rod
among which are type of power output of the engine, weight, cross sectional configuration, speed range, rpm, material and heat treatment that collectively leads to high performance expected in DEL [49]. Some researchers [50] worked on design consideration for connecting rod based on materials selection. The researchers concluded that Ti-6Al-4V had the highest factor of safety than other materials for the same loading conditions in the manufacturing of connecting rod. Some researchers [50, 51] worked on design, simulation and manufacturing of connecting rod from ultrafine grained material and isothermal forging. The severe plastic deformation process resulted in increase of 20% in the hardness. The other production processes for connecting rods include die forging and powder metallurgy for the forged steel and carbon steel alloys. Connecting rod failures include throwing and rod bearing breakages.

2.5 Piston

The main purpose of piston in an engine is to transfer force from expanding gas in the cylinder to the crankshaft. The effects of this, can cause fatigue damage of piston in the form of piston side wear and piston head cracks [52]. Some researchers [53] worked on design and analysis of piston using different materials such as A2618, Al-GHS1300 and Ti6Al4V using operating parameters of specified gas pressure, temperature and material properties. The duo concluded that Al-GHS1300 aluminum alloy is the best for piston of Bajaj pulsar 220cc on account of least deformation and weight. Production of piston using 3D printing is among recent advances in addition to additive manufacturing [54]. The mechanical loads on the piston result from peak pressures up to 200 bar in the combustion chamber and forces of inertia caused by high acceleration due to the reciprocating motion of pistons [55]. The thermal loads on the piston has gas temperature between 1800 and 2600°C and exhaust gas temperature between 500 and 800°C [55]. Therefore, a piston should have enormous strength, minimum mass and be able to dispense the heat of combustion quickly. Piston can be produced by gravity die casting with controlled solidification or forged with reduced wall thickness. Some researchers [54] stated that there is increase in use of alloyed steel piston instead of aluminum due to higher power requirements of LE, particularly for increased higher effective pressure that leads to improved thermal efficiency. However, lubrication condition of alloyed steel piston is inferior to aluminum alloy piston. A researcher [56, 57] reviewed advances in piston rings with focus on interaction between ring-cylinder wall interface, that can result in severe friction, wear, oil consumption and power loss in LE.

2.6 Cylinder Head

Cylinder heads are made from aluminum alloys that contains silicon, magnesium, and small quantity of copper. The added alloys on the aluminum is to give high strength and weight reduction as well as good thermal conductivity, good casting properties and machinability [58, 59]. Many cylinder heads are nowadays produced by die casting as well as lost foam casting process [59]. The cylinder head, provides a sealed cap for the combustion chamber as well as holding the plugs and the valve mechanisms in place. Dry sleeves do not contact the liquid in the water jacket, while the wet sleeve is part of the water jacket. The combustion chamber size varies from a minimum when the piston is at top dead centre (TDC) to a maximum when the piston is at the bottom dead centre (BDC) [56]. Cylinder head must be strong and rigid to withstand fluid dynamics acting through the engine block as well as to meet increasing combustion pressure expected to reach 200 bar in diesel engine [56]. Cylinder head can be produced by gravity die casting using aluminum silicon and copper alloys due to advantages of light weight and high thermal conductivity as well as to meet strength requirement at 250ºC, thermal loads and fatigue cycles [60]. Some researchers [60] reported advances on automotive cylinder heads with focus on effect of thermal and mechanical loading using constitutive models that incorporates environment and fatigue. They stated that the models voided the use of simple assumption and over average in design of aluminum alloy cylinder head for automotive engines.

2.7 Rocker Arm and Camshaft

The rocker arm is part of the valve actuating mechanism and is responsible for oscillating the lever for conveyance of radial movement from the cam lobe into linear movement as the push rods opens the valves [61]. The process of rocker arm opening and closing of the intake and exhaust valves leads to admission of fuel and air into combustion chamber during the intake stroke or exhaust gases to be expelled during the exhaust stroke [62]. Weight and strength of rocker arm are important, hence forged carbon steel is used in its manufacture, to meet energy required for the low rotation, higher torque and durability in diesel locomotive engine. Failure fracture often occurs at hole of the rocker arm, which can start from multiple origins such as corrosion, wear, friction and bending load. However, some researchers [63] reported the design and development of a 2-step rocker arm. The researchers developed a prototype to validate the rocker arm based on slider design. Camshafts can be made of forged steel, cast iron and hollow shaft with cam lobes press-fitted. A group of researchers [64] worked on design and manufacturing of camshaft. The researchers illustrated the applications of models such as 3D model and software Pro engine that led to generation of programs for computer numerical control machine (CNC).

2.8 Exhaust manifold

Exhaust manifold system consist of the pipeline that carries exhaust gases away from the exhaust valves
on cylinder heads, it also includes the catalytic converter to reduce emissions, muffler to reduce noise and into a tailpipe to carry flue gases to the surrounding [65]. Most exhaust manifold pipes are made of cast iron. For instance, design and solidification simulation of exhaust manifold made of silicon molybdenum ductile iron [66]. The researchers reported that the trial cast consists of 78% nodularity, with 10% pearlite and a maximum of 5% carbide. The mechanical properties had tensile strength of 527 MPa, elongation 14% and hardness of about 215 BHN. Some researchers [67] conducted exhaust manifold simulation analysis for vehicular diesel engine. The researchers concluded that the obtained exhaust manifold temperature of 687°C is lower than the alloyed material microstructural transformation at 835°C. There are thermal insulations in practice to reduce heat from the exhaust manifold of DEL and to minimize thermal losses and failures with use of exhaust manifold gaskets [68].

3.0 PARAMETERS OF LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES

3.1 Engine Models and Classes of Diesel Electric Locomotives

Engine model (EM) indicates the manufacturer, specifications and identification number of the LE classified with both alphabetic and numerical codes. EM is important when a request is necessary for parts replacement, refurbishment, maintenance as well as in procurement of a new LE. It was observed that the LE imported into Nigeria were predominantly from brand names like: Cummins, Diesel locomotive works (DLW) from (USA), General Motors (Electro motive division-EMD) and General Electric rail LE except those imported in 1998 and 2019 that were from China. The purchases of similar models were intended to enhance standardization in exchange of parts during maintenance. The benefit of interchangeability in maintenance practice, allows cannibalization of one LE model part to repair another similar LE model; in difficult circumstances, particularly when a spare part is out of stock. This practice will greatly reduce LE down time. The reported gross insufficient LE can be alleviated from similar engine models. On the other hand, the classes of LE are identification number provided by the fleet owners for easy deployment and to track maintenance history. It should be noted that in NRC, each LE is given name of prominent towns, rivers or personality, which is a practice similar to Egypt, South Africa and India railways [69]. LE class is useful in scheduling maintenance and system replacement based on operations, installation capacity and age. For instance, the decision for full or partial refurbishment and retirement of LE are enhanced with knowledge of the locomotive classes, apart from actual maintenance history.

3.2 Nominal Powers of Diesel Electric Locomotives

Locomotive engine power (LEP) refers to the power measured during load box test or at the flywheel of a rail car using dynamometer at the engine load test bench [70]. The actual mechanical power output of the engine is termed the locomotive brake power (LBP), which is the power available to the traction motors and the wheels. LBP is always less than LEP due to friction losses inside the engine as well as energy absorbed by turbocharger, water pump and compressor. The LNP of LE is the lowest measure of work done with available potential to carry payload, overcome gradient and aerodynamic forces. LNP is a necessary parameter of LE for her deployment in terms of capacity and routes. The average current LNP of LE in NRC ranges from 500 kW to 2448 kW (See Figure.1). The LE imported for NRC are shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: The acquisition of diesel electric locomotives with its characteristics in NRC.](image-url)
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### 3.3  Number of Cylinders in Diesel Engine of DEL

Locomotive engine can be classified by Vee-type cylinder arrangement and numbers of cylinders such as 8, 12 and 16. For example, eight-cylinder LE will have 8 intake and exhaust valves which necessitates 16 cams on shaft. Similarly, 12-cylinders locomotive engine will have proportionate valves, and cams. The number of cylinders in LE is partly related to the power output of the engine and hence fuel consumption. Other factors include engine speed and efficiency of the fuel supply mechanism. Power cylinder assembly consists of cylinder liner, piston, rings, connecting rods and bearings [56].

It should be noted that the greatest wear on cylinder takes place at the top due to piston rings travels and pressure from burning fuels which causes cylinder to taper and ridge, hence the need for measuring cylinder diameter during major scheduled maintenance. NRC have DEL of 8 and 12 cylinders and similar to railways in selected countries (see Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1977</td>
<td>EMD1-2-645E</td>
<td>ALCO8-251E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>EMD12</td>
<td>7FDL12GE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1119</td>
<td>1119</td>
<td>1641</td>
<td>1357</td>
<td>1305</td>
<td>1305</td>
<td>2237</td>
<td>1864</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>230.2</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>228.6</td>
<td>228.6</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>406.4</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>228.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>254.0</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>266.7</td>
<td>266.7</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>266.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>5.88</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>385</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>450</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>908</td>
<td>908</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>45°V</td>
<td>45°V</td>
<td>45°V</td>
<td>45°V</td>
<td>45°V</td>
<td>45°V</td>
<td>50°V</td>
<td>45°V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The 8 cylinders NRC DEL in Table 1, are in the eastern line that serves Port-Harcourt, Enugu, Kafanchan, Jos, up to Maiduguri; while the 12-cylinders DEL (Table 1) serve western and central lines as well as inter city services in Lagos. It also extends up to Kano and serves Warri to Itakpe and Abuja to Kaduna. The 12-cylinders DEL are more powerful and better equipped to carry heavier loads but consumes more fuel than 8-cylinders due to her weight [72]. However, factors that makes DEL to attain lowest fuel consumption depends on the vehicle weight, low wheel rolling resistance, well maintained injectors and driving habits among several factors.

3.3  Cylinder Bore and Piston Stroke

The ratio of bore and stroke is called square ratio, which is obtained by dividing the bore by the stroke. The ratio may be under square, square or over square but depended on preference for power at high engine speeds (rpm) (over square) or high torque at lower engine speeds (under square) and affects engine efficiency. Some researchers [73] applied the varied bore to stroke ratios to investigate fuel injection engine fueled with ethanol blended gasoline. The researchers reported that over square engine had higher compression ratio, higher pressure, faster combustion rate due to its larger flame surface area and larger turbulence intensity than under...
square engine. Similarly, some researchers [73] investigated the effect of bore/stroke ratio on a single cylinder two stroke opposed piston engine. The researchers reported heat losses decrease with increasing square ratio, which resulted in improved mechanical efficiency with reduced specific fuel consumption (SFC). For port-operated cylinders, the efficiency also depends on the in-flow velocity and ports opening and closing timings [74]. In Table 1, the DEL of NRC were generally under square that ranges from 0.85 to 0.91 except General motors locomotive engines with model EMD12645E3B, with stroke ratio of 1.6, which is an over square engine. Therefore, stroke ratio is a relevant factor in design, deployment and maintenance of locomotive engines.

3.4. Compression Ratio

The compression ratio is the ratio of total volume of combustion chamber when the piston is at the bottom dead centre with respect to its minimum volume and when the piston is at the top dead centre. Therefore, compression ratio is a measure of compressed charge to uncompressed charge and it shows how tightly the in-cylinder contents are thermodynamically conditioned to facilitate combustion process and hence power output [75]. A researcher [76] reported that diesel engines have compression ratios, which range between 12:1 and 24:1. The higher compression ratios of diesel engines provide results to higher pressure and thermal efficiencies of up to 45%.

During DEL cruise at low power, the notch can be selected to operate at very high compression ratios to keep efficiency high. Therefore, compression ratio of DEL is an important control parameter, which depends on the user, ambient temperature, cylinder peak pressure, and type of fuel [77, 78]. In Table 1, the compression ratios of DEL in NRC ranges between 11.5 to 15.7 but recently acquired locomotive engines had 15.5 and 15.7, to attain lowest specific fuel consumption (SFC). The Lowest SFC occurs at minimal amount of air required to oxidize fuel and generate heat to maintain combustion process at equivalence ratio close one but not above [79,80].

3.5. Displacement per Cylinder

A researcher [72], reported displacement per cylinder of 10.96 cm³, 10.95 cm³ and 11.6 cm³ for wide guage, diesel and mixed train (WDM) and wide guage diesel goods train (WDG) DEL, respectively, of Indian Railways. Similarly, in Table 1, the displacement per cylinder of DEL in NRC, range between 10.6 cm³ to 12.44 cm³ except DMU class that had 5.88 cm³, use for passenger and cargo trains that can travel for over 1000 km trip with high gradient and curves. The DMU with displacement per cylinder of 5.88 m³, is mainly for intercity of about 186 km between Abuja and Kaduna, in Nigeria. The DEL performance and SFC can best be evaluated at the same displacement at its operating conditions [80]. The researcher concluded that higher displacement leads to higher power output per cylinder.

3.6. Locomotive Engine Low, Idle and Full Speeds

A researcher [70] describe the starting of DEL to begin with activation of low speed lever. Then idle speed lever is subsequently activated and runs for a reasonable time before engagement of notch one. From notch 1 up to the highest notch, the DEL operates at diesel engine full speed. The DLW built locomotive engine of 16 cylinders (ALCo 251C (WDG) by Indian Railways, had idle and full speed of 350 rpm and 1, 050 rpm, respectively, which were key factors in design [70]. Some researchers [80] reported an improvement of diesel locomotive engine efficiency and reliability as a result of power unit load control system modernization at idle and full speed of 500 and 1000 rpm respectively. Low engine speed results in low noise and reduced fuel consumption while low idle speed ensures lean fuel consumption during idling [5]. The various diesel locomotive engines of NRC have different engine low, idle and full speeds as shown in Table 1.

3.7. Cylinder Arrangement

Some researchers [82, 83] described Vee-engine cylinder arrangement as most common for an internal combustion engine including diesel locomotive engine. In Table 1, all the DEL of Nigerian railways have Vee cylinder arrangement at 45° and 50°.

3.8. Locomotive Engine Application Principles

Four-stroke engine works as naturally aspirated or with turbocharger and require two rotations made possible by camshaft geared at half the speed of the crankshaft. In Table 1, NRC has 2-stroke and 4-stroke cycles LE. The 2-stroke is cheaper and more fuel efficient than 4-stroke LE. The 2-stroke cycle diesel LE found application in passenger locomotives on account of her lower starting effort and operates at high speeds to maintain passenger schedules. The 4-stroke cycle diesel LEs found application in freight with cargo due to her high starting tractive and sustained energy, necessary to move heavy trains but at relatively reduced maximum speeds. Four stroke has better efficiency than two stroke engines while two stroke engines are easier to crank and to start [5].
highest locomotive engine failing locations. However, DMU has advantage to continue on its journey, but with reduced speed to get to her destination, when one engine fails. The frequency of failed DEL, can be reduced with mean time to repair (MTTR), if instituted for the passengers and freight trains. LE lifespan is about 30-35 years but depends on the maintenance regime and utilization. Some researchers [84, 85] recommends reliability, availability and maintainability study, to take informed decision for retirement of LE, full refurbishment and partial refurbishment as well as acquisition and deployment of LE can be guided by matrix selection factors. In the selection matrix, mechanical system represents defects associated with compressor, fans, pumps, hydraulic, and pneumatic control systems. The electric/fuel system failure includes faults in fuel lines, nozzle, relays, switches, electronic governor and fuel economy of the DEL. The NRC EMD 126456EB LEs are favoured for cargo due to its high torque and her superiority with 7.15 index. The matrix factors and their degree of severity in effective maintenance of DEL are as shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/ N</th>
<th>Engine model (Scale 1-10)</th>
<th>Class of locomotive</th>
<th>Capacity (20%)</th>
<th>Spare parts availability (15%)</th>
<th>Mechanical systems (15%)</th>
<th>Ease of maintenance/ down time (15%)</th>
<th>Electrical system/fuel (15%)</th>
<th>Cost of locomotive (10%)</th>
<th>Durability (10%)</th>
<th>Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>EMD12-645E</td>
<td>1126 class</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ALCO8.251E</td>
<td>1701 class</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7FDL12 GE</td>
<td>1801 class</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>7FDL8 GE</td>
<td>1807 class</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>EMD12645E3B</td>
<td>1901 class</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>EMD12 645E3B</td>
<td>2001 class</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>12V240ZD</td>
<td>2100 class</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>7FDL12EFI GE</td>
<td>2200 class</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>7FDL12EFI GE</td>
<td>2300 class</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Cummins 6BTA5.9-G3</td>
<td>DMU class</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.2. Improvement of Power Output and Emission Reductions in DEL

Indian railway was reported to have improved the power output of EMD locomotive engine from 3000 kW to 3371 kW by increasing engine rpm from 904 to 950 rpm, increased fuel delivery and prevention of undue vibrations of engine [5]. NRC and rail firms in Africa should benefit from similar researches on how to increase the power out of the current DMU from about 900 kW to 1000 kW, in their fleet to meet teeming passenger and freight traffics [86]. Some researchers [87] reported the development and implementation of an electronic fuel injection system for a 4-stroke DEL of Indian Railways. The plunger diameter of fuel injection pump was increased from diameter 15 mm to diameter 17 mm and resulted in increased peak fuel line pressure from 750 to 1000 bars. The overall benefits include replacement of mechanical fuel injection with electronic fuel injection, reduction of black smoke and elimination of hot engine failures of the locomotives [87].

### 4.3. Renewable Fuels for Diesel Electric Locomotives

Worldwide, emissions from combustion of coal and diesel fuels in DEL and thermal power plant have come under scrutiny, except retrofitted with fluidized bed thermal power generator and dedicated fan [88,89]. Germany will reach her target of 100% renewable fuels fired locomotive in 2038, far ahead of its original goal of 2050 based on the evaluation of by some researchers [90]. India railway was reported to have commence implementation in the use of biodiesel blends on her DEL [91]. Methanol produced from coal and other waste resources into liquid fuel was found particularly useful for traction purpose in DEL [91]. Among the other renewable fuels in the blended form for DEL are biodiesel,
bioethanol, and bio-methanol [92, 93]. However, the
demerits are deterioration of the biodiesel and corrosion
effects on the copper and brass parts of DEL [91].

4.4. Potentials for Development of Gas Turbine Electric Locomotives

Nigeria has enormous gas reserve in excess of 185 trillion cubic feet and expected to last for over 50 years [94]. Nigeria gas pipelines transmission network has reached many locations. Similarly, NRC has planned to extend her standard gauge railroad to Kano and Niger Republic. The gas pipeline can be source of gas fuel to power DEL. The recent commencement of conversion of petrol car into gas-fired car, should continue until gas-fired railcar is attained and LE are converted into gas-fired LE. NRC and GRC can explore the use of natural gas in liquid form (LNG) and in a compressed gas form (CNG) as alternative to diesel fuel for her LE. Area of research for NRC to power her motive power is the use of LNG or LPG in a gas turbine-EL.

4.5. Potentials for Development of Electric Locomotives

Electricity supply and railway lines will have to be in one route to maximize the economies of right of way and business competitiveness due to the initial investment for full-fledged electrified network for electric trains [95]. The principal challenges that need harmonization in deployment of EL are the capacity of the electrical substations during peak demands and the electrical interconnection infrastructures between the mains grid and the railway locomotive systems [95]. Therefore, national planning will have to incorporate the above in her policies to attain seamless developments in all the sectors. The establishment of electric power stations by national grid can be for injection of additional electric power for locomotive trains via overhead or underlay [96,97].

Battery-powered electric vehicles in NRC and the recent battery-powered electric tricycles and vehicles at Abakaliki, Nigeria, can kick-start reverse engineering towards battery-powered electric railcars. The domestication of EL manufacturing with focused on energy efficient technologies at speed of 50-55 km/h and loading capacity of 789-872 tons in turkey [97].

4.6. Diesel Hydraulic Locomotives

According to some researchers [98, 99] in diesel hydraulic locomotive (DHL), the diesel engine transmits its power to the wheels by hydraulic torque converter. The torque converter has gear ratios but gear box between the diesel engine and the torque converter. The three main parts of the torque converter are impeller connected to the diesel engine, driven wheel coupled to the axle and guide wheel placed between the impeller and axle. The merits include its lighter weight for same power output DEL and smooth operations but requires more frequent repairs.

Some researcher [98] utilized two DHL to compare pollutants emissions with European standards in the city of Timisoara, Romania. The researchers [99] concluded that nitrogen dioxide (NO₂) emission for 920 kW and 1000 kW DHL range from 110-856 ppm and 410-1011 ppm, respectively. They recommended selective non-catalytic reduction technique to reduce NO₂ after flue gas temperature studies emission from the DHL.

4.7. Fuel Cell Locomotives

Some researchers [100, 101] reviewed fuel cell technology with emphasis on the material composition, current challenges and advantages in its application in automotive and electricity generation. Fuel cell converts chemical energy to electricity. The researchers concluded that fuel cell technology process converts chemical energy to electricity, which is clean and renewable energy source. A researcher [101] reported that the first fuel cell rail locomotive was demonstrated in 2002, in US and five of the fuel cell locomotives were used in mines, switching operations in railway station and in light line haul work in South Africa in 2012. The researchers [101] reported energy consumption reduction of diesel hybrid with fuel cell locomotive to be about 12% and hydrogen fuel cell locomotive to be about 28%.

5.0 CONCLUSION

The review of locomotive engines and the future of railway automotive power in Africa, was undertaken with Egypt, Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria, South Africa and Zambia railway systems in perspective. The conclusions drawn include low train density in the selected countries except South Africa. The production of component parts of locomotive engines can be carried out with additive manufacturing, 3D printing, ductile cast iron and die-forging using materials such as steel alloys and aluminum alloys to address inadequate spare parts and improve LE down time. The procurement, selection and maintenance of locomotive engines can be guided by the engine parameters as well as the selection matrix factors. For example, NRC EMD 126456EB LE are favoured for cargo due to its high torque and her superiority with 7.15 index, using the matrix selection factors. African railway firms such as ENR, GRC, RVR, NRC, SAR, TFR and RSZ need to increase her fleets and capacities of her mainline locomotives for passenger and cargo trains from about 1000-3500 kW. Railways’ research and collaborative efforts in Africa, should focus on increased reliability, increased engine power output, renewable energy sources, gas usage and railway electrification.
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